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The purposes of this research were to find out:

l) the most problematic

structures of complex sentences for students'comprehension and2) comprehension

problems that students have with complex sentences. The subjects were 60 English

major students of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Sisaket Rajabhat University in the second
semester of academic year 2012. The subjects were the representative of the lst-4th
!

a

year selected by quota sampling method.
The instrument used in the investigation was different structures of 30

complex sentences consisting of 9 noun clauses, 12 adjective clauses, and 9 adverbial
clauses. The researcher collected data by asking subjects to translate these 30
complex sentences and analyzed by grouping and comparing the percentage of each
sentence structures based on the comprehension of the structure.

The results revealed that The most problematic structures of complex
sentences for students' comprehension were reduced adverbial clause functioning as
a cause and effect

modifier followed by adverbial clause functioning as a cause and

effect modifier introduced by "since", adjective clause whose subordinator is "whose"

modifying an NP in the object position, and adjective clause whose subordinator is
"that" modifying an NP in the subject position, respectively. The comprehension
problems that students have with complex sentences were confusing of complex
structure, inability of indicating main clauses or subordinate clauses, word to word
translation without comprehending the whole sentence, and comprehending sentences
based on their first language.
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CHAPTER

I

1

INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the rationale, research questions, purpose of the study,
significance of the study, and scope of the study. It is organized into five main parts:

l.l

Rationale

1.2 Research Questions
1.3 Purpose of the Study
1.4 Significant of the Study
1.5 Scope of the Study

l.L

Rationale
In Thailand, English language study begins at the elementary school level

and may continue even to university level for many. However, even university level
a

students who have studied English for many years are often still poor in the subject.

There are four important skills that must be cultivated in studying English;

listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Reading is viewed as the most important skill
of the four because it is the tool leading to all knowledge. Reading is not only
important for learning in school, but also for future post-graduate learning (Torut,
1978). In my view, as a leaming tool, reading is considered to be the most important

skill of English language learning.
In spite of its importance, most Thai university students have low
proficiency in English reading. The reading problems stem from their insufficient
knowledge in vocabulary and sentence structure. One study found that vocabulary and
sentence structure are the most problematic aspects of Thai students' comprehension.

Another known issue is sentence length. Long sentence structures often result in word
a

to word translation without understanding the whole sentence (Pantawee, 1998).
From my teaching experience at Sisaket Rajabhat University, I also have
found that a very common problem that students have when reading text in English is
comprehending sentences, especially those of complex structures. Comprehending

2

sentences is a prerequisite to understanding a passage. They certainly
a
I

will not have

complete and accurate understanding of a passage without understanding the meaning

of the individual sentences. Linguistic knowledge including words, clauses, and
sentences is necessary for comprehending a written text (Levine and Statman, 1983:11

cited in Pantawee, 1988). The inability to break down complex sentence structure may
cause

difficulty in understanding sentences. Moreover, reading skills can be useful

tools in self-study. The development of sufficient reading skills will help students with
independent study. They can acquire vocabulary, sentence structure, and writing styles,

which serve as a linguistic repertoire to practice other skills such as speaking, writing,
and listening. These are the reasons why this researcher has chosen to study

comprehension of complex sentences in order to improve and develop English

learning and teaching at Sisaket Rajabhat University.

1.2 Research Questions
There are two research questions as follows:

1.2.1 What structures of complex sentences are the most problematic for
!

students' comprehension?

1.2.2 What comprehension problems do students have with complex
sentences?

1.3 Purpose of the Study

In doing this study, the researcher aims to investigate the students' problems

in comprehending complex sentences, the difficulties, and the significant points in
understanding by structures of complex sentences.

1.4 Significance of the Study

It is expected that the results of this study w'ill reveal the nature of students'
?

problems in comprehending complex sentences. The findings can lead to
improvements in reading complex English sentences in particular and in teaching

English reading in general. Furthermore, the development of sufficient reading skills

a

J

will help
a

students with independent study. They

will

be able to independently acquire

vocabulary, sentence structure, and writing style which

will

serve as a linguistic

repertoire to practice the other three language skills, speaking, writing, and listening.

I

1.5 Scope of the Study

This study focuses only on problems concerning complex sentence
comprehension of undergraduate English major students of Sisaket Rajabhat

University.

I

!

I

a

CHAPTER 2

t

LITBRATURE REVIEW
This chapter discusses complex sentences, and studies related to
comprehension of complex sentences by second language learners. It is organized into
three main parts:

2.1 Complex

Sentences

2.1.1 Noun Clause

2.1.2 Adjective Clause
2.1.3 Adverbial Clause

2.2 Important Roles of Complex Structures in Translation and

Sentence

Comprehension

2.3 Effects of First Language to Second Language
I

2.1 Complex sentences
Complex sentences are one of the four basic sentence structures. The other
structures are simple, compound, compound-complex. By definition a complex
sentence contains a subordinate clause and at least one main clause.

A main clause, also known as an independent clause, is a group of words
made up of a subject and a predicate.

It can stand alone as a sentence because it

expresses a complete idea.

A subordinate clause also contains a subject and a verb. However, it cannot
stand alone as a sentence because

it is sometimes called

it does not express

a dependent clause.

a complete idea. For this reason,

It can be placed at the beginning, in the

middle, or at the end of a sentence. There are three types of subordinate clauses and
!

are discussed below (Broukal, Grammar Form and Function, 2005).

5

2.1.1 Noun Clause

A noun clause is defined

a

t

as a subordinate or dependent clause formed

by a subordinating conjunction that is followed by a clause. Subordinating conjunction
is a word that connects a main clause to a subordinate clause. Noun clauses perform

nominal functions, or functions prototypically performed by noun phrases. The
connectors introducing noun clauses are: that, who, what, when, where, why, how,
whether, and if. There are three grammatical functions that noun clauses can perform

in a sentence (Broukal, Grammar Form and Function, 2005).

2.l.l.l

Noun clause functioning as a subject

A noun clause may be used to perform the action of or action
upon a predicate functioning as a subject.
Example:
Whoever ate mv lunch is in big trouble.

That the museum cancelled the lecture disappoints me.
2.1.1.2 Noun clause functioning as an object of verb

A noun clause may be used to receive the action of a verb and
I

describe a subject functioning as an object of verb.

a

Example:

Our dog eats whatever we put in his bowl.
My question is whether )tou will sue the compan:t-for losses2.1.1.3 Noun clause functioning as an object of preposition

A noun clause may be used to complete the meaning of

a

prepositional phrase functioning as an object of preposition, and directly following the
preposition.
Example:
We have been

waitingfor whoever will pick us upfrom the

pstu.
My husband did not think about that I wanted a gift -for m:/
birthda:t.

6

2.1.2 Adjective Clause
An adjective clause or a relative clause is a kind of subordinate clause
introduced by a relative pronoun; who,whom, that,which,whose,when, andwhere.It
performs both a grammatical function in its own clause, and connects that relative
clause to the noun or noun phrase in the main clause. This adds more information for

that particular noun and it always follows the noun it modifies. There are two types

of

relative clause: restrictive and nonrestrictive clause (Hawkins, 2001).

A restrictive clause is a clause that is necessary to complete the
meaning of the sentence in which it is written. Thus. it is essential to the meaning

of

the sentence. For example: A famous television talk-show host whose name is Oprah
Win-frelt is one of the richest women in America.

Conversely, a nonrestrictive clause is a relative clause that gives

additional information, but it is not necessary to complete the meaning of the sentence
in which it is used. A nonrestrictive clause is a noun or noun phrase that is referred to
in a main clause which has already been identified. It is always separated from the
main clause by a comma. For example: Oprah Winfrey, who is afomous television
talk-show host, is one of the richest women in America. In contrast, the restrictive
clause is not set apart from the rest of the sentence (Pinijsakkul,200l).

There are three grammatical functions that adjective clauses can

perform in a sentence. They are as follows:

2.l.2.l Adjective

clause modifying an NP in the subject position

An adjective clause may be used to identify or give additional
information about a noun (people, places, or things) in the subject position.
Examples:

Marie Curie who won the Nobel Prize discovered radium.
Athens, which is the birthplace

o-f

the Olvmpics. is in Greece

2.1.2.2 Adjective clause modifying an NP in the object position

An adjective clause may be used to identify or give additional
I

information about a noun (people, places, or things) in the object position.
Examples:

He lives in the state of Gujorat which is in Western India.
She missed the bus that the

driver drove

veryt -fast.

7

2.1.2.3 Adjective clause modifying an NP in the object position
introduced by a preposition

An adjective clause may be used to identify or give additional
information about a noun (people, places, or things) NP in the object position
introduced by a preposition.
Examples:
She is the woman about whom

I told ]tou.

The music to which we listened last night was good.

2.1.3 Adverbial Clause

An adverbial clause is used to modifr the main clause by giving more
information about time, cause and effect, contrast, and condition. It is placed before or
after the main clause and preceded by a subordinate conjunction. A comma is used to
separate the clause

if the adverbial clause comes before the main clause. In contrast,

a

comma is not used if it follows the main clause. There are four grammatical functions
that an adverbial clause can perform (Pinijsakkul,2007). They are as shown in the

follows:
2.1.3.1Adverbial clause functioning

as a

time modifier

An adverbial clause may be used to identify or give additional
information about time. Subordinating conjunctions of time are: before, after, as, while,
as long as, as soon as, since,

until, till, whenever, once.

Examples:
A-fter she comes. she

will turn on the radio.

He won't come as long as she smokes.

2.l.3.2Adverbial clause functioning

as a cause and effect

modifier

An adverbial clause may be used to identify or give additional
information about cause and effect. Subordinating conjunctions of cause and effect
are: because, since, as, as long as, so (that), in order to, in order that.

Examples:
!

He went to Miami because he wanted to visit his -friends.
As thqt grqduated. they were lookingfor jobs.

8

2.1.3.3 Adverbial clause functioning as a contrast modifier

An adverbial clause may be used to identify or give additional
information about contrast. Subordinating conjunctions of contrast
are: even though,
although, though, whereas, while.
Examples:

I think of him qll

the time while he doesn,t even know me.

He has a lot of charisma thoush he is rather short.
2.L.3.4 Adverbial clause Functioning as a condition modifier

An adverbial clause may be used to identify or give additional
information about condition. Subordinating conjunctions of condition
are: if, unless,
only if, whether or not, even if, providing (thaQ, provided (that), in
case (that), in the
event (that).
Examples:
Unless )tou work hard. you will

If it rains.

fail in this exqm.

we shqll stay at home.

2.2 lmportant Roles of Complex Structures in Translation and Sentence
Comprehension

Complex structures

in

complex sentences play an important role in
comprehending sentences to readers. They cause difficulties to both
native speakers of
English and also second language leamers as indicated in many studies.
One evidence from the study of Juffs

&

Harrington (1996) revealed that

both Chinese-speaking learners of English (ESL) and native speakers
of English (NS)
had the same problems in parsing performance with Garden path (Gp)
sentences in
English. They investigated parsing performance on wh-movement
sentences with 25
Chinese-speaking learners of English (ESL) studying at North
American University
compared with 25 English native speakers by using wh-extraction
structures and
Garden Path (GP) sentences. Several form of Wh-sentence used
in this study were

mixture

of

sentence

like

a

grammatical sentences and ungrammatical sentences. Grammatical
sentences were used to show that subjects allow long-distance
wh-movement in the
Whrtt does Ann think that her husband saw?, and ungrammatical
sentences were to test whether subjects knew when wh-movement
was impossible in

9

English sentence like Who does Tom love the woman?. Morover, GP sentences, which
are grammatically correct sentence like Before Mary ate the pizza was already cold,
were used to lead the reader to interpret incorrectly (Juffs & Harrington, 1996).
The experiment was conducted using Micro Experimental Laboratory
software of Schneider, in 1990, collecting reading time data in milliseconds by using
the moving window technique. The result found that both Chinese-speaking learners

of English (ESL) and native speakers of English (NS) had the same problems in
parsing performance with GP sentences in English as times using in judgment were

approximately equal. The subjects who judged the sentences accurately spent a long
time due to repeatition ofjudgment before making decision. However, on GP
sentences both NSs and ESL leaners were very inaccurate in judging to be "impossible"

in many cases as in the worst case of NSs that got only

20o/o

correct which was less

than ESL learners. The result also supports the hypotheses that "Do Chinese-speaking

ESL learners and English NSs have the same problems with Garden Path sentences?"
(Juffs & Harrington, 1996). Juffs pointed out that ESL learners were able to judge
complex sentence as good as NS, but took longer times to read the sentences. The
result revealed a misunderstanding of the subjects in sentence comprehension which
were caused by confusing sentences or sentence structure. Also, this study supports the
result ofother studies about second language (L2) processing and second language (L2)
parsing in grammatical extraction of subjects that the problem was from parsing.

Another study presented difficulty and confusion when reading English
texts

in Torut'

s study, which conducted a study about sentence structure and reading

comprehension using four sentence types; nominalization, relative clause, passive

voice, and grammatical deletion. The sentences used in this test were separated by
readability difference levels from 5 tol2 according to the Flesch Reading Ease
Formula separated into 2 sets; Unsimplified sentences, such
and Simplified sentences, such as A

girl is little and A girl

as

A little girl went fishing

went

fishing. The subjects

were 42 teacher trainees matching in pairs on the basis of their reading grade levels on
the Nelson Reading Testing Form B. The

2l

pairs did both sets of Cloze Tests; one

contained four transformations and the other one was a simplified version of the

original, then compared both tests. It was found that the results were different in
relative clause sentence comprehension. The subjects comprehended more when the

10

sentence was in simplified forms in the sentence like A

girl is little and A girl went

fishing. (Torut, 1978). It could be explained that the sentence structure of relative
clauses or complex sentences caused confusion and

difficulty in reading

comprehension.
Besides sentence structure, the length of the sentences also causes confusion

in addition. A study pointed out that the major problem of Thai students was difficulty
in reading comprehension. Pantawee found out that one of the problems was sentence
structure. Some students were misled when faced with long and complex structures in
reading passage, especially in complex sentences which they could not indicate main
clauses or subordinate clauses, the main subject, or even the predicate. Although they

knew the meaning of every word in a long sentence, but they were unable to
comprehend the meaning. Due to confusion of sentence structure, they did not
comprehend that sentence and did not get information from that passage. That caused

word-for-word reading without considering the sentence structure correctly. That was
the reason why Pantawee investigated the effects of training in using sentence analysis
on students' reading comprehension by using five instruments; pre and post test, score

profile, semi-structured interview,

a teacher's

diary and students' diaries. The subjects

were 40 first-year university students. They were asked to conduct pre-test at the

beginning of the semester. They were taught sentence analysis emphasizing on how to

identify clauses in several forms. They were trained by doing exercises of sentence
analysis. The post-test was conducted after the completion of the training weather the
subjects improved their reading comprehension. The test was separated into many
parts. The subjects were asked to read the passage containing complex sentences in

different structures. For examples; Adverbial Clause Although the clouds gathered,
they did not bring rain,Relative Clause The girl who was wearing a blue dress was

crying. Then, answered the questions to test their comprehension. The experiment
indicated that three out of four or l5o/o of the subjects got higher scores. That meant
the subjects gained more abilities to understand reading passages. Moreover, they
were more confident and got a better attitude about learning English as well (Pantawee,
I

ee8).

Apart from the above problems, some significant factors can make parsing
process more

difficult to comprehend. Many studies revealed that types of complex
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sentences, the position

of subordinate clauses, and full or reduced form of complex

sentences reduce the reader's

ability to comprehend the sentences.

One significant factor is the type of complex sentence. Morvay (2009)

examined the relationship of the processing of the complex syntax and non-native
reading comprehension of 64 Hungarians speakin g l2tn grader leaning English as a
second language in Slovakia. The study examined how knowledge of complex

syntactic structures of the first language (L1) played a significant role in second
language (L2) reading comprehension. Other factors that affected reading

comprehension besides knowledge in vocabulary and syntax, such as non-verbal IQ,
reading habits,

Ll reading skills, and knowledge of other languages,

were included in

the experiment. The test used in this study containing relative clauses which were used

in spoken and written language, such as 1) subject-subject (SS) ffte nurse that saw the
doctor wos tall and 2) subject-object (SO) The nurse that the doctor saw was tall.
In addition, adverbial clauses of time aspect using "before" e.g. The teacher took
attendance before he gave a quiz and "after" e.g. After the teacher took attendance,
he gave a quiz, which lots of previous studies indicated that these sentence types
a

caused comprehending

difficulty for early school grades. The experiment indicated

that the subjects were able to process complex syntax and reading comprehension in
adverbial clauses more than in passive and relative clause (Morvay, 2009).In contrast,
the result was in conflict with previous studies that children had a problem in
comprehending adverbial clause the most. On the other hand, the result conformed to
some studies that also found

difficulty in comprehending complex

sentences.

Another factor that causes difficulty is the differences of positions in
subordinate clauses which are presented in many studies. The study of Hakes et al.
(1976) found difficulty of self-embedded relative clauses. They investigated the
differences by comparing two types of relative clauses in two tasks: paraphrasing and
phoneme monitoring. A comparison was made of the following:
The

prize that the ring that the jeweler that the man that she liked visited

made won was given al the

fair.

and
She liked the man that visited the jeweler that made the

prize that was given at

the

fair-

ring that won the

t2
It was generally believed that it was more difficult to understand the former
compared to the later righrbranching relative clause. However, the result of this study

revealed that the comprehension difficulty of self-embedded relative clauses and rightbranching relative clauses was not that different from each other.
However, another experiment was conducted using subject relative clauses
and object relative clauses to find out the differences of comprehension when they

were interchanged in positions. A comparison was made of the following:

After

the

final curtain on opening night,

the director (that) the repertory

company had hired praised the star performer.

and

After

the

finql curtain on opening night,

the star performer praised the

director (that) the repertory company had hired.
The result appeared that it was more difficult to understand when the
clauses were constructed in the position of subject (Hakes et a1.,1976).

The study of Hakes et al. (1976) support the study of Andrews et al. (2006)

which found that relative clauses in the objective position was the easiest to
understand. He indicated previous research that revealed that the sentence
comprehension entailed noun-verb relations in determiningwho did what to whom and
the difficulty of objective-extracted relative clauses, such as The duck that monkey
touched walked, which stem from the relations of complex noun-verb. The experiment
was conducted to investigate comprehension of relative clause sentences with native
speakers of English. Three experiments were conducted referring to Relational

Complexity Theory (RC) of Just & Carpenter in 1992 and Working Memory Theory

(WM) of Halford, Wilson, & Phillips in 1998. Both theories explained variance in
comprehension of each sentence types. There were four sentence types used in this

study; 1) object-relative sentences Sally saw the horse that the cow followed, 2)
subject-relative sentences Sally sqw the cow thot followed the horse,3) object-cleft
sentences
I

It was the cook thclt the king sent the man to,

and 4) subject-cleft sentences

It was the king that sent the man to the cook. (Andrews et a1.,2006). Howet er,
Andrew et al. (2006)'s research conflicted with Traxler, et al. (2002)' study which
found that object-relative sentence caused more difficulty than subject-relative
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sentence (Traxler, Morris and Seely, 2002). The result of Traxler, et al.'s study

reconfirmed their next study in 2005 (Traxler et al., 2005, cited in Andrew et al., 2006).
For further clarification about why different positions can cause difficulties

in complex sentences, a study of Hatch (1971) supports finding of the above studies.
Hatch investigated the children's comprehension of relative clauses with different
focuses on subject, object, and possessive and different embedding positions of center
and right. The subjects were Anglo (white and monolingual) kindergarten and secondgrade children. The subjects were tested individually by reading each sentence and

choosing one of provided pictures that explained that sentence correctly to test for
accuracy and latency of following six sentence types as follows:

(l)

Subject focus

Right embedding position
For example: The girl hit the boy that stole the ball.

:> girl hit boy (boy stole ball)
Center embedding position
For example:. The girl that stole the bqll hit the boy.
i

:> girl (girl stole ball) hit the boy

I

(2) Object focus
Right embedding position
For example: The girl stole the ball that the boy hit.

:> girl srole ball (boy hit ball)
Center embedding position
For example: The boy that the girl hil stole the ball.

--> boy (girl hit boy) stole the ball
(3) Possessive focus
Right embedding position
For example The girl hit the boy whose ball she stole.

:> girl hit boy (girl stole ball [boy owns ballJ)
Center embedding position
For example: The boy whose ball she stole hit the girl.

:>

boy (girl stole ball [boy owns ballJ) hit girl.

t4
It was found that the second grade children made more correct responses
than the kindergarten children, but no difference in response time. Right embedding

position sentences were easier to comprehend than the center one as the subjects made
quicker decision and more correct responses. The most accurate responses were for
possessive focus and less accurate for object and subject focus respectively, which was

conflicted to the prediction of the researcher that possessive focus should be the most

difficult sentence type because of its complication.
The finding supported S-V-O search strategy which was found by Bever in
1969 explaining that S-V-O+relative (e.g. The girl followed the boy that carried the

dog.) was easier to comprehend than S+relative+V-O (e.g. The girl that carried

the

dog followed the boy). Furthermore, the minimal distance principle described by

in 1970 that children frequently used the closet noun as subject and had
difficulty to interpret the sentence like "Pluto promised Mickey to dance.", they
Chomsky

comprehended as "Mickey to be the dancer.". In contrast, children understood more in
the sentence like "Pluto told Mickey to dance." (Hatch, 1971).

From the study of Hatch and findings from the previous studies above
revealed that relative clauses caused several difficulties for native English speakers and
also second language learners of English as many researchers studied the positions or

the factors of the clauses to investigate the comprehension of people toward complex
sentences.

Apart from the above factors, the forms of complex sentence are underlying
in comprehension difficulties. The result from the previous studies of Hakes and
Cairns in 1970 about sentence comprehension and relative pronouns found that a
sentence with relative clause reduction caused more comprehending
sentence in

difficulty than a

full relative clause form (Hakes and Cairns, 1970). In addition, another

study of them about decision process during sentence comprehension in the same year
also revealed similar result (Hakes and Foss, 1970, cited in Hakes, 1971). Hakes (1971)
extended his study to examine grammatical relations. Referring to Fodor's study in
1968, he pointed out that human mainly rely on word meaning in order to comprehend

the sentences (Fodor et al., 1968), but Hakes assumed that grammatical relations were

underlying in sentence comprehension. He conducted a study which revealed that a
sentence containing complex verbs; the sentence containing more than a verb, such as

Uboir Raiathanee unlv., Instruc{lonal
Resources

centr.
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John believed Mary to be an idiot,was more difficult to understand than a sentence

with simple verb; there was only one verb in the sentence. The experiments compared
the difficulty of sentences containing simple and complex verbs using paraphrasing
task and phoneme monitoring. Both experiments referred to paraphrasing task and
anagram solving which Fodor conducted his experiment in 1968 (Fodor et al., 1968).
Hakes used subordinate clauses, complex modifiers, and adverbials to test 40

university students. The experiments revealed the subjects had more difficulty with
complex verbs sentences, which was the same as Fodor's finding.

Loj oq:r!
2.3 Effects of First Language to Second Language

Local Informatron

The first language plays significant role in studying second language.

According to second language learning, there are many studies conducted with
participants whose first and second language are from the same Indo-European family
such as Dutch learners of English. But the study of Choi in 2005 investigated Korean
learners of English as a second language, which revealed considerably different

acquisition among the subjects. Another study concerned about three interrelated
aspect; representation, acquisition, and processing, which play a significant role in any

theory of second language acquisition as arranged by Levelt in 1989. None of them
can be studied independently without each other (Levelt, 1989 cited in Choi, 2005).

Choi's study supports this assumption. He explored how second language learners
process words in their second languages by using popular words used in their daily

lives such as animal, food, clothing, and body part from English-to-Korean translation
dictionary (Dong-A Dictionary) to investigate translation directions; forward
translation from first language to second language (L1->L2) and backward translation

from second language to first language (L2->Ll). The finding revealed that forward
translation from first language to second language (Ll->Lz) was faster than backward
translation from second language to first language (L2->LI), especially participants in
higher proficiency group. It could be explained that thinking process of the subjects
when comprehending the meaning of the sentences were based on their first language

(Ll)

before converting to second language (L2). However, the study also pointed out

that second language (L2) proficiency affected translation performance (Choi, 2005).
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In addition, the study of Altarriba and Mathis (1997) supports Choi's

finding that second language leamers primarily accessed the meanings for second
language words (L2) through their own language

(Ll)

and directly linked to

L2later

on (Altaniba& Mathis, 1997). On the other hand, Kroll and Swewart (1994) suggested

in another study that second language learners comprehended words in categorized
lists took longer time than words in the mixed lists, which support Choi's experiment
using word categories as difficulties in comprehending the sentence (Kroll and

Swewart, 1994).
Juffs (1998) found that ESL speakers are sensitive to complex information
rvhen parsing a sentence in different structure from their first language. He investigated

how speakers of English as a second language learners (ESL); Chinese, Korean,
Japanese, Romance process sentence interpretation by using sentences containing

structure that are initially ambiguous between main verb and reduced relative clause

with wh-gap separated into good cue and bad cue. For example, good cue; The bad boys/
seen during the morning/ were playing/ in the

park

and bad cue: The bad boys/ seen

almost every day/ were playing/ in the park. The words order in good cue sentence can
I

(Ll).

be compared to complex sentence in the subjects' language or the first language

In contrast, the bad cue sentence was presented as English complex sentence structure or
second language (L2). The study showed that ESL used both verb subcategories

information and post-ambiguity cues to arnlyze main verb and relative clause ambiguity
in the sentences. The data indicated that bad cue caused misunderstanding of ESL the
most. In contrast, good cue could be attributed to their f,rrst languages

(Ll).

According to the participants in Juffs (1998) study, some of their sentence
structures are similar to Thai language. The structure of SVO is in the language

of

Chinese, Romance (Spanish, Italian, Francophone, and Portuguese), which is the same

in Thai as "d'ufruflrq" "I

eat

rice" (SVO). But, the other group is SOV as in Japanese and

Korean comparing to Thai as "d'urirrfiu" "I rice eat". That means many worldwide
languages share the same structure even though there's no association to each other as

examples indicated above (Juffs, 1998). As the result, many second language learners

from above countries have difficulty when comprehending sentences in different
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structure from their first language, especially in complex structures as indicated in

Juffs'study.
One study revealed that ESL students used their first language to think and
comprehend second language texts. Upton (1997) investigated what roles the first
language

(Ll)

and second language (L2) played in the reading strategies of L2 readers

and the differences of

Ll

and L2 roles in reading comprehension in different L2

proficiency levels. The subjects were eleven native speakers of Japanese separated into

two groups. Six subjects were "ESL students" taking intermediate ESL classes at the
Minnesota English Center at the University of Minnesota. Five subjects completed

ESL classes but were enrolled in academic programs at the University of Minnesota
and were referred to as "academic students". The data collected from two stages;

Think-aloud verbal protocols and Retrospective interviews. Think-aloud verbal
protocols were used to look at how subjects used their

Ll and L2 during the actual act

of reading to indicate directly what they were doing at the moment of reading.
Retrospective interviews were the clarification of what were reported during the thinkaloud by interviewing the subjects.
,

The data could be explained that the ESL students used their own language

to think and comprehend L2 text, while academic students were able to think and
comprehend the text more without thinking of their native language. From

interviewing process, the researcher found that most problems with ESL students was
phrase-by-phrase translation into Japanese, then guessed the meaning and translated
the whole sentence into their own language, while Academic students were trained to

think in English automatically.
Upton's study also supports several studies which have shown that the
translation of ESL using first language as a means of understanding and producing
second language is a common cognitive strategy for ESL leamers in high school level
and adult learners (Upton, 1997)

Apart from above studies, the result from the study of contrastive analysis
between English and Thai which found that the knowledge of sentence structure
played an important role in translation. Wangkanwan (2007) found in her study that
the major problem of the students was word to word translation which they always
used when translating English sentences into Thai. One of the problems was using

of
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bilingual dictionary carelessly that caused improper words used in translation.
She pointed out examples

of sentences that students made mistakes in translation test.

For examples:
Once considered a poor man's food, insects are now sold in hotels and

restaurants as well as on the streets

It

was once believed that the world was

flat

Glowing body parts of some creotures living in the deepest parts

o-f

the sea

where sunlight cannot reach can attack prey and score away predators by blinking on
and

off
A_fter

puttinq up with every)one makingfun of me and me crying about it,

I started sticking upfor myself when I was ten, infourth grade.
The results showed that students had problem in translating complex
sentences (especially in underline parts) in both

full

and reduced patterns.

It also

implied that students did not comprehend these sentence types. Moreover, she also
suggested that translation of English-Thai and Thai-English should be practiced

together in order to get more benefit and understanding in translation between two
a

languages (Wangkanwan,2007).In addition, the study of Connell about examining

the severity of student errors in communicative English also indicated that the used

of

subject in a sentence, the parts ofspeech, and general word order ofJapanese students
created more problem than other grammatical aspects (Connell, 2000, cited in
Sattayatham and Ratanapinyowong,2003), which supports Wangkangwan's study.

The study of Martohardjono G., et al. (2005) looked into the parallel of the
development of both L

I

and L2. They investigated the role that syntactic development

played in reading comprehension and relationship between emerging language
knowledge and reading skill in the bilingual child. This study examined whether

bilingual children with strong knowledge in their first language (Spanish) could
acquire second language (English) as good as their first language or not. The subjects

in this study were 22bilingual kindergarteners studying in New York City public
elementary school. They were assigned to complete three syntax measures in Spanish
and English; 1) Act out task; to reveal more children's error than picture point,

2) Pre-reading test; to test ability in English (L2) in Literacy concepts, Phonological
awareness, Letter and Letter-sound correspondence and listening comprehension,
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3) Reading comprehension; separated into 8 types in English version and Spanish
version, such as The cat pushes the box (English) and El gato empuja la caja (Spanish)
The research found that the subjects comprehended coordination more than
subordination which conformed to conjoined clause strategy which predicted that

children would interpret the sentence as The dog kisses the bear that pushes the box
they always acquired as The dog kisses the bear and pushes the box.It could be
explained that children interpret sentence like this when a relative clause began with

that andwh- (who) as and because they were in unstressed functional word.
The comparison of comprehending ability of coordination revealed that
subject coordination like The monkey and the bear dance was found to be easier than
object coordination like The monkey pushes the bear and the cat in both Spanish and

English. The subjects performed at the same ability level with subordination in relative
clauses and temporal adverbial clauses in both Spanish and English (Martohardjono

G., et a1.,2005).

I

CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY
This chapter describes the subjects, instruments, procedures, and data
analysis. It is organized into four main parts:
3.1 Subjects
3.2 Instrument
3.3 Procedures

3.4Data Analysis

3.1 Subjects
The subjects in this study were 60 English major students of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, Sisaket Rajabhat University in the second semester of academic year
I

2012. The subjects were the representative of the 1u-4th year selected by quota

sampling method. The total subjects were both males and females taking five English
classes per week on average at the university.

3.2 Instruments
The test contained different structures of 30 complex sentences in English

mixing up to each other. The length of each sentence were controlled to be l0-12
words comprising of subordinate clause (7-9 words) and main clause (3-5 words) to

equilibrium the length of every sentences. The meaning of every words were provided

in attached paper. The 30 items of complex sentences comprising of 9 noun clauses,

l2 adjective

clauses, and 9 adverbial clauses were listed below.

3.2.1 Noun Clause
3.2.1.1 Noun clause functioning as a subject introduced by "what"
3.2.1.2 Noun clause functioning as a subject introduced by "why"
3.2.1.3 Noun clause functioning as a subject introduced by "that"

2t
3.2.1.4 Noun clause functioning as an object of verb introduced by

"when"
3.2.1.5 Noun clause functioning as an object of verb introduced by "who"
3.2.1.6 Noun clause functioning as an object of verb introduced by "how"
3.2.1.7 Noun clause functioning as an object of preposition introduced by

"what"
3.2.1.8 Noun clause functioning as an object of preposition introduced by

"where"
3.2.1.9 Noun clause functioning as an object of verb with the omission

of

the complementizer " that"

3.2.2 Adjective Clause
3.2.2.1 Adjective clause whose subordinator is "who" modifuing an NP in
the subject position

3.2.2.2 Adjective clause whose subordinator is "which" modifuing an NP
in the subject position
3.2.2.3 Adjective clause whose subordinator is "that" modiffing an NP in
the subject position

3.2.2.4 Adjective clause whose subordinator is "where" modifying an NP
in the object position
3.2.2.5 Adjective clause whose subordinator is "when" modiffing an NP
in the object position
3.2.2.6 Adjective clause whose subordinator is "whose" modifuing an NP
in the object position
3.2.2.7 Adjective clause whose subordinator is "whom" and introduced by
a

preposition modifying an NP in the object position
3.2.2.8 Adjective clause whose subordinator is "which" and introduced by

a

preposition modifuing an NP in the object position
3.2.2.9 Adjective clause as a subject modifier with the omission of relative

pronoun "which"
3.2.2.10 Adjective clause as a subject modifier with the omission

relative pronoun "where"

of
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3.2.2.11 Reduced adjective clause as a subject modifier with passive
predicate
3.2.2.12 Reduced adjective clause as a subject modifier with active
predicate

3.2.3 Adverbial Clause
3.2.3.1 Adverbial clause functioning as a time modifier introduced by

"while"
3.2.3.2 Reduced adverbial clause functioning as a time modifier
3.2.3.3 Adverbial clause functioning as a cause and effect modifier
introduced by

o'because"

3.2.3.4 Adverbial clause functioning as a cause and effect modifier
introduced by "since"

3.2.3.5 Adverbial clause functioning as a contrast modifier introduced
by "although"
3.2.3.6 Adverbial clause functioning as a contrast modifier introduced
by "whereas"
o

3.2.3.7 Adverbial clause functioning as a condition modifier
introduced by "whether"

3.2.3.8 Adverbial clause functioning as a condition modifier
introduced by "

if'
3.2.3.9 Reduced adverbial clause functioning as a cause and effect

modifier

3.3 Procedures
The subjects were asked to complete the test by translating 30 complex
sentences from English into Thai. The meanings of every words in each sentence were

provided in attached paper to avoid misunderstanding of word meanings since the test
focused on sentence structure. The subjects were allowed to use dictionary. The
certain amount of subjects were arranged an appointment to test. The test was given as
a quiz without prior notification on the topic. The time allowed for taking test was one
hour.
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3.4Data Analysis
Since the test focused on sentence structure, each item wasjudged correct
and incorrect based on below criteria.

3.4.1 Correct refers to the sentences where the subject totally conveyed
complete detail considering sentence structure and the whole meaning.

3.4.2 Incorrect refers to sentences which the subject could not convey
complete detail emphasizing on sentence structure. Also, the unclear sentences

containing distorted detail which did not hold significant meaning of the whole
sentence.

The data were described in ranges emphasizing on incorrect percentage

which will separated into three groups; difficult, moderate, and easy. The difficult
group consisted ofthe top 33Yo ofincorrect percentage. The easy group consisted

of

the bottom 33o/o of incorrect percentage. These ranges were used to enable comparison
between groups.
68.0-100.0o% of incorrect percentage belonged to "the

difficult group"

33.1-67.9% of incorrect percentage belonged to "the moderate group"

a

0.0-33.0% of incorrect percentage belonged to "the easy group"
The moderate group was not included in the analysis, but each sentence in

this group will be describe as "quite difficult" (50.6-67.9%) and "quite easy" (33.1s0.s%)
The sentences in the difficult group were ranked and described in
descending order as most difficult, very difficult and difficult.
The sentences in the easy group were ranked and described in descending
order as easiest, very easy and easy.
The data and information obtained through the test were analyzed and
interpreted by raw scores and percentage to find out answers for following questions:

(l)

What structures of complex sentences are the most problematic for

students' comprehension?

(2)
sentences?

What comprehension problems do students have with complex

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of the study that answer the research
questions.

4.1 Results of the study
The data was collected and judged from the translation of 30 complex
sentences in different forms of three main structures of complex sentences; noun
clause, adjective clause, and adverbial clause. Each sentence was judged based on the

following criteria.
4.1
t

.l

Correct refers to the sentences where the subject totally conveyed

complete detail considering sentence structure and the whole meaning.

4.1.2 Incorrect refers to sentences which the subject could not convey
complete detail emphasizing on sentence structure. Also, the unclear sentences

containing distorted detail which did not hold significant meaning of the whole
sentence.

The data will be described in ranges emphasizing on incorrect percentage

which will separated into three groups; difficult, moderate, and easy. The difficult
group consisted ofthe top33Yo ofincorrect percentage. The easy group consisted

of

the bottom 33% of incorrect percentage. These ranges were used to enable comparison
between groups.
68.0-100.00lo of incorrect percentage belonged to the

"difficult group"

33.1-67.9% of incorrect percentage belonged to the "moderate group"
0.0-33.0% of incorrect percentage belonged to the "easy group"
The moderate group was not included in the analysis, but each sentence in
i

this group will be describe as "quite difficult" (50.6-679%) and "quite easy" (33.1s0.s%)
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The sentences in the difficult group were ranked and described in
descending order as most difficult, very difficult, and difficult.
The sentences in the easy group were ranked and described in descending
order as the easiest, very easy, and easy.

Table 4.1 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.l
Description

Number of subject Percentage

Correct

51

95.0

Incorrect

J

a

5.0

Total

60

100.0

('h)

Structure: Noun clause functioning as a subject introduced by "what"
Sentence: What happened to those people last year
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From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
noun clause functioning as a subject introduced by "what" correctly was 95.0% while

only 5.0% comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can be concluded that this
sentence structure was the easiest to comprehend. However, the data revealed that the
subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules; incomplete meaning, active
and passive confusion, tense confusion, and over detail respectively which were

overall discussed in the next chapter.

Table 4.2 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.2
Description

a

Number of subject Percentage (%)

Correct

56

93.3

Incorrect

4

6.7

Total

60

100.0
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Structure: Noun clause functioning as a subject introduced by "why"
Sentence: Why they left home to a faraway country is really suspicious.
Mean i ng : ri r'l

uurn

rr rd r o r n rjr u

hl {

n:

u d o qi ?i r .:'l n n rfl u fi rj r a r ii'u o ?.r 1

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
noun clause functioning as a subject introduced by "why" correctly was 93.3oh while

only 6.7oh comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can be concluded that this
sentence structure was the easiest to comprehend. However, the data revealed that the
subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules; incomplete meaning and

over detail respectively which were overall discussed in the next chapter.

Table 4.3 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.3
Description

a

Number of subject Percentage (%)

Correct

28

46.7

Incorrect

32

53.3

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Noun clause functioning as a subject introduced by "that"
Sentence: That her American friend does not understand English makes us astonished.
9

Meaning: firvt'ouryrroruifiutorrto'hjrdrlonrurd.:nquriuvirl#r:r:J:vil4rfl10
From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
noun clause functioning as a subject introduced by "that" incorrectly was 53.3% while

only 46.7Yo comprehended the sentence correctly. It can be concluded that this
sentence structure was quite

difficult to comprehend. In addition, the data revealed

that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules; incomplete meaning
and over detail respectively which were overall discussed in the next chapter.
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Table 4.4 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.4
a

Description

Number of subject Percentage ('/r)

Correct

s6

93.3

Incorrect

4

6.7

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Noun clause functioning as an object of verb introduced by "when"
Sentence:

I cannot tell anyone when I will quit this boring job.

Meaning : si'u'hi

a r il r : 0 r o n 1 n :

1'l
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fl { r u fi ri r tfi o

d

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
noun clause functioning as an object of verb introduced by "when" correctly was

933% while only

6.7o/o

comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can be concluded

that this sentence structure was the easiest to comprehend. However, the data revealed
t

*

that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules; incomplete meaning
and tense confusion respectively which were overall discussed in the next chapter.

Table 4.5 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.5
Description

Number of subject Percentage ('/")

Correct

52

86.7

Incorrect

8

13.3

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Noun clause functioning as an object of verb introduced by "who"
Sentence: Mark awfully wonders who is standing in front of his house.
t
t
r o
d
v
io
.
Y
Y I
-a
Meaning: ilt:nd{duout{u tfl ?'l lfi:ylfl 'la.:uuoggr: {1J't{l.tutu1u1o i[cJ'l

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
noun clause functioning as an object of verb introduced by "who" correctly was
86.1%

while only

13.3o/o comprehended

the sentence incorrectly. It can be concluded
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that this sentence structure was very easy to comprehend. However, the data revealed
!
I

that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules; incomplete meaning
and over detail respectively which were overall discussed in the next chapter.

Table 4.6 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.6
Description

Number of subject

Percentage (%)

Correct

)l

61.7

Incorrect

23

38.3

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Noun clause functioning as an object of verb introduced by "how"
Sentence: I cannot remember how

I got that

rare luxury European car.

Meaning: ii'u'hiar:rr:odrld'ir#u16':oqi:rJugu:rfirrornriuriururl6'otix'l:
From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
noun clause functioning as an object of verb introduced by "how" correctly was
61.7% while only 38.3% comprehended the sentence incorrectly.

It can be concluded

that this sentence structure was quite easy to comprehend. However, the data revealed
that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules; incomplete meaning
and tense confusion respectively which were overall discussed in the next chapter.

Table 4.7 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.7
Description

Number of subject

Correct

50

83.3

Incorrect

10

t6.7

Total

60

100.0

Percentage

('

)

Structure: Noun clause functioning as an object of preposition introduced by "what"
Sentence: I paid attention to what
Meaning : ii'u 1 #n

l

ru

au

1o

riu fi .r fi

little boy was trying to say.

rd n ryr

u

6":

15 n

1

ri r d's

u u r ar

ru

fi

ov

4n
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From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
noun clause functioning as an object of preposition introduced by "what" correctly
was 83.3% while only 16.70/o comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can be
concluded that this sentence structure was very easy to comprehend. However, the
data revealed that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules;

incomplete meaning and tense confusion respectively which were overall discussed in
the next chapter.

Table 4.8 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.S
Description

("

Number of subject Percentage

Correct

53

88.3

Incorrect

7

tt.7

Total

60

100.0

)

Structure: Noun clause functioning as an object of preposition introduced by "where"
Sentence: African refugees live in where the govemment limitedly prepared for them.
.

,rl-

rav

u

ro

ii-

v

4

qy

I

o v

Meaning: zuaflust?r[o1'l5nuotflu0q tuvtvt:SUtn0qtfl:uil tl1v{?ntttoul.:01fl91

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the noun
clause functioning as an object of preposition introduced by "where" correctly was 88.3%

while only 1 l.7Yo comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can be concluded that this
sentence structure was very easy to comprehend. However, the data revealed that the
subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules; incomplete meaning and tense

confusion respectively which were overall discussed in the next chapter.

Table 4.9 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.9
Description

Number of subject Percentage (7o)

Correct

58

96.7

Incorrect

2

J.J

Total

60

100.0
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Structure: Noun clause functioning as an object of verb with the omission of the
complementizer "that"
Sentence: We strongly believe Jim
.

A

Mearung : ?\ ? n r:'r rso

t

d i,o

o u 1 { tgt u yt ? I 0

rJ 0

will
v

be our class president this semester.

hrdr
t9t

-

I

o

4

:

til u l.t ? 11 u",I ryu tu n I fl r: u u u

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
noun clause functioning as an object of verb with the omission of the complementizer

"that" correctly was 96.1o/o while only

3.3%o

comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It

can be concluded that this sentence structure was the easiest to comprehend. However,

the data revealed that the subjects had some diffrculties in other grammatical rules;
incomplete meaning which were overall discussed in the next chapter.

Table 4.10 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.10
Description

Number of subject

Correct

50

83.3

Incorrect

l0

16.7

Total

60

100.0

Percentage

('

)

Structure: Adjective clause whose subordinator is '.who" modifying an NP in the
subject position
Sentence: The driver who took me to the airport yesterday was friendly.
M

eanin

g

: fl u liu :

on

u fr vr r a'u

1

il fi a u r r

l^ u td o

r, u driu,fJ r

r^

r,

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
adjective clause whose subordinator is "who" modifying an NP in the subject position

correctly was 83.3% while only 16.7Yo comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can
be concluded that this sentence structure was very easy to comprehend. However, the
data revealed that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules;

incomplete meaning, over detail, and tense confusion respectively which were overall
discussed in the next chapter.
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Table 4.11 Comprehension Task of sentence No.11
Description

Number of subject

Correct

54

90.0

Incorrect

6

10.0

Total

60

100.0

Percentage

('h)

Structure: Adjective clause whose subordinator is "which" modifying an NP in the
subject position
Sentence:

All projects which we planned to work on vacation have failed.
9t9rj

Meaning: rrr{unr:fr'.:14rofir:rrxrrruuritsturrrflqnrnGuurluflrurua:asfr'rniler
From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
adjective clause whose subordinator is "which" modifying an NP in the subject

position correctly was 90.0olo while only 10.0% comprehended the sentence
incorrectly. It can be concluded that this sentence structure was the easiest to
comprehend. However, the data revealed that the subjects had some difficulties in
other grammatical rules; incomplete meaning and active and passive confusion
respectively which were overall discussed in the next chapter.

Table 4.12 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.12
Description

Number of subject

Percentage (%)

Correct

13

21.7

Incorrect

47

78.3

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Adjective clause whose subordinator is "that" modifying an NP in the
subject position
Sentence: The fumiture that is kept neatly in the storeroom is mine.
Meani ng :

rv'l o

ffi

r

oo

ffi

q n r fi u o d r

ufl u : v rfi u u 1 u #o.r

rfi u

cr

o.r

riu

rfJ

u

t

o.r

ii'u
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From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
adjective clause whose subordinator is "that" modifying an NP in the subject position

incorrectly was 78.3Yo while only

21 .7o/o comprehended

be concluded that this sentence structure was very

the sentence correctly. It can

difficult to comprehend. In

addition, the data revealed that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical
rules; incomplete meaning and tense confusion respectively which were overall
discussed in the next chapter.

Table 4.13 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.13
Description

Number of subject

Percentage (%)

Correct

54

90.0

Incorrect

6

10.0

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Adjective clause whose subordinator is "where" modifying an NP in the
object position
Sentence: This is the place where the ancient keep their precious jewelry.
Meaning : fi fi o ao r u fi d n u I u :

r r,, rfi

u diu u

fi dr ri r r o r n r n rr r

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
adjective clause whose subordinator is "where" modifying an NP in the object

position correctly was 90.0% while only 10.0% comprehended the sentence
incorrectly. It can be concluded that this sentence structure was the easiest to
comprehend. However, the data revealed that the subjects had some difficulties in
other grammatical rules; incomplete meaning and over detail respectively which were

overall discussed in the next chapter.
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Table 4.14 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.14
Description

Number of subject Percentage (%)

Correct

55

9t.7

Incorrect

5

8.3

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Adjective clause whose subordinator is "when" modifying an NP

in the object position
Sentence: I remember that day when my house was hit by tornados.
Meanin

g

: #u

o

q{r

iu fiu

fi

rru*

o

fl r u r

or

ii'u I or u n r q vr o $u r I q il

v yr

s

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
adjective clause whose subordinator is "when" modifying an NP in the object position

correctly was 91 .7%owhile only 8.3% comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can
be concluded that this sentence structure was the easiest to comprehend. However,

the data revealed that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules;
incomplete meaning, over detail, and active and passive confusion respectively which
were overall discussed in the next chapter.

Table 4.15 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.15
Description

Number of subject Percentage (%)

Correct

t2

20.0

Incorrect

48

80.0

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Adjective clause whose subordinator is "whose" modifying an NP

in the object position
Sentence: I know these people whose ancestors emigrated from a wilderness area.

Meaning: ii'ufi'nflnurnri-.ldflfirrr?,rqEUUo{1,,r?flr1r'ro}rulr}n0rnfiuu:fiunr:
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From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended
the adjective clause whose subordinator is "whose" modifring an NP in the object
I

position incorrectly was 80.0% while only 20.0o/o comprehended the sentence
correctly. It can be concluded that this sentence structure was very difficult to
comprehend. In addition, the data revealed that the subjects had some difficulties in
other grammatical rules; incomplete meaning which were overall discussed in the next
chapter.

Table 4.16 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.16
Number of subject Percentage (%\

Description

Correct

44

73.3

Incorrect

t6

26.7

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Adjective clause whose subordinator is "whom" and introduced by
a

preposition modifying an NP in the object position

Sentence: Amy is the woman about whom I told you the other day.

Meaning : ro fi tfl u {n

f

r

{d.: ii'u

t ei

r

bi'q

ar

fl .r tfi u r ri'u rt

o rfi o

iu

ri o

u

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
adjective clause whose subordinator is "whom" and introduced by a preposition

modifying an NP in the object position correctly was
comprehended the sentence incorrectly.

73.3o/o

while only

26.7Yo

It can be concluded that this sentence

structure was easy to comprehend. However, the data revealed that the subjects had
some difficulties in other grammatical rules; active and passive confusion, incomplete

meaning, and tense confusion respectively which were overall discussed in the next
chapter.
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Table 4.17 Comprehension Task of Sentence No. l7
Description

Number of subject

Percentage (%)

Correct

40

66.7

Incorrect

20

JJ.J

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Adjective clause whose subordinator is "which" and introduced by
a

preposition modifuing an NP in the object position

Sentence: Bobby knows the story to which you and

d lyA
A
.
Meaning: u0uuI[:o{ : 1?mq il

- q

rra v quy{{ru

I listened last night.

A a :

rtil on u u

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
adjective clause whose subordinator is "which" and introduced by a preposition

modifying an NP in the object position correctly was

66.70/o

while only

33.3o/o

comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can be concluded that this sentence
structure was quite easy to comprehend. However, the data revealed that the subjects
had some difficulties in other grammatical rules; incomplete meaning which were

overall discussed in the next chapter.

Table 4.18 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.18
Description

Number of subject Percentage ('/r)

Correct

56

93.3

Incorrect

4

6.7

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Adjective clause as a subject modifier with the omission of relative pronoun

"which"
Sentence: The letter Tom mailed from South Korea on Tuesday reached me yesterday.
Meaning : o er il il r u q fu fi vr o ru ri s ru r o r n rn r u 6 1 dtui o 5u

d.: n t

:r

r6

s

d'u rfi o ? r u

d
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From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
adjective clause as a subject modifier with the omission of relative pronoun "which"

correctly was 93.3o/o while only 6.7Yo comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can
be concluded that this sentence structure was the easiest to comprehend. However, the
data revealed that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules;

incomplete meaning, active and passive confusion, and tense confusion respectively

which were overall discussed in the next chapter.

Table 4.19 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.19
Description

Number of subject Remark

Correct

60

100.0

Incorrect

0

0.0

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Adjective clause as a subject modifier with the omission of relative pronoun

"where"
Sentence: The apartment James and his close friend live is very huge.

Meaning : #o r

r

ci

t fi ro il

d,,

u

r,fi

u

u a u^ vr t o.: rt'r o r du o q] rfu

1

r

qj

1n

l

r

n

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
adjective clause as a subject modifier with the omission of relative pronoun "where"

correctly was 100.0% while non of them comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It
can be concluded that this sentence structure was the easiest to comprehend. However,

the data revealed that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules;
incomplete meaning and over detail respectively which were overall discussed in the
next chapter.
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Table 4.20 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.20
Description

Number of subject

Percentage (%)

Correct

47

78.3

Incorrect

13

2t.7

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Reduced adjective clause as a subject modifier with passive predicate
Sentence: The student punished in front

Meaning : rin

G

u

u n u fi q n a.:

1 vr

u

ofthe classroom yesterday is absent today.

r rlr #u G u u rfi o r', u dl ri r', G u u 1 u iu

d

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
reduced adjective clause as a subject modifier with passive predicate correctly was
78.3% while only 2l .7oh comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can be concluded
that this sentence structure was very easy to comprehend. However, the data revealed
that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules; incomplete
meaning, tense confusion, and over detail respectively which were overall discussed in
the next chapter.

Table 4.21Comprehension Task of Sentence No.21
Description

Number of subject

Percentage ("/r)

Correct

60

100.0

Incorrect

0

0.0

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Reduced adjective clause as a subject modifier with active predicate
Sentence: The man winning the first prize lottery last month died last night.

.e.icri-i.{AaAyddaA.r:
Meanrng: ryylun umQn n 0a rn o: : t{'l

nmH

u {tru 0 [9r 0u

m

Ita?ldury?fl

t]J 0 n

uu
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From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
reduced adjective clause as a subject modifier with active predicate correctly was
100.0% while none of them comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can be
concluded that this sentence structure was the easiest to comprehend. However, the
data revealed that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules;

incomplete meaning which were overall discussed in the next chapter.

Table 4.22 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.22
Description

Number of subject Percentage (%)

Correct

46

76.7

Incorrect

t4

23_3

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Adverbial clause functioning as a time modifier introduced by "while"
Sentence:

I fell asleep while the teacher was lecturing in the class.

Meaning : #u

r

d'u n.: lu

zu

cu v

fi q ru n g ri t 6'r u : :

ut

ulu

fr'u r? uu

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
adverbial clause functioning as a time modifier introduced by "while" correctly was
76.7% while only 23.3%o comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can be concluded
that this sentence structure was easy to comprehend. However, the data revealed that
the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules; incomplete meaning,
over detail, and tense confusion respectively which were overall discussed in the next
chapter.
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Table 4.23 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.23
Description

Number of subject Percentage ('/r)

Correct

50

83.3

Incorrect

10

t6.7

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Reduced adverbial clause functioning as a time modifier
Sentence: Delivering the pizzato my steady customer, I accidentally saw Sam.
Meaning : d'u t# u umr l o u ri.: rd cg n o u fi ii'u

ri r u^ry

fi

1 :J

ri'r bi'q n dr

t

r :J

:

vd

r

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
reduced adverbial clause functioning as a time modifier correctly was 83.3%o while

only 16.7oh comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can be concluded that this
sentence structure was very easy to comprehend. However, the data revealed that the
subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules; incomplete meaning and

active and passive confusion respectively which were overall discussed in the next
chapter.

Table 4.24 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.24
Description

Number of subject Percentage (%)

Correct

57

95.0

Incorrect

J

a

5.0

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Adverbial clause functioning as a cause and effect modifier introduced by
"because"
Sentence: Kate hates whisky because she is severely allergic to alcoholic drink.
I

Meaning :

rn

m rn A

uq rfi

dri afi rn : r v rt o t tvtrnf

or

du,,u

unu

ru do d rs ; u r t:

q

40

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended
the adverbial clause functioning as a cause and effect modifier introduced by
"because" correctly was 95.0% while only 5.0% comprehended the sentence

incorrectly. It can be concluded that this sentence structure was the easiest to
comprehend. However, the data revealed that the subjects had some difficulties in
other grammatical rules; incomplete meaning and over detail respectively which were

overall discussed in the next chapter.

Table 4.25 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.25
Description

Number of subject Percentage (%)

Correct

l0

16.0

Incorrect

50

83.3

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Adverbial clause functioning as a cause and effect modifier introduced

by "since"
Sentence: Since you are the most excellent officer, you should be promoted.
Meaning

: q ar n r :

1

6'rd o u d r r rr il r trl u u 0 ", n q

*,fl

u n rin.r r u fi

u o n rE u ru

fi q n

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
adverbial clause functioning as a cause and effect modifier introduced by "since"

incorrectly was 83.3% while only 16.0% comprehended the sentence conectly. It can
be concluded that this sentence structure was very

difficult to comprehend. In

addition, the data revealed that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical
rules; over detail which were overall discussed in the next chapter.
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Table 4.26 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.26
Description

Number of subject

Percentage ('/r)

Correct

)l

61.7

Incorrect

Z3

3

Total

60

8.3

100.0

Structure: Adverbial clause functioning as a contrast modifier introduced by

"although"
Sentence: Fred works as a cook although he is not interested in food.

Meaning : rv,l : q ?i r r r u rfl u vi o n fr

n*.: t

uI'i r rt r'hi l da u l

o1

u

tio.:

o't t't't

:

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
adverbial clause functioning as a contrast modifier introduced by "although" correctly
was 61 .7%owhile only 38.3% comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can be
concluded that this sentence structure was quite easy to comprehend. However, the
data revealed that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules;

incomplete meaning and over detail respectively which were overall discussed in the
next chapter.

Table 4.27 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.27
Description

Number of subject

Percentage ('/")

Correct

59

98.3

Incorrect

I

t.l

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Adverbial clause functioning as a contrast modifier introduced by "whereas"
Sentence: Whereas Mary is rich and good looking, John is poor and ugly.
,9tY

Meaning: oo#uriuourraydrld'nunfrrsituvrrrsr:.rri'u{rrLrrru6tiu::urravilrirsrrG
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From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
adverbial clause functioning as a contrast modifier introduced by "whereas" correctly
was 98.3% while only 1 .lYo comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can be
concluded that this sentence structure was the easiest to comprehend. However, the
data revealed that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules;

incomplete meaning which were overall discussed in the next chapter.

Table 4.28 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.28
Description

Number of subject

Percentage (%)

Correct

55

91.7

Incorrect

5

8.3

Total

60

100.0

Structure: Adverbial clause functioning as a condition modifier introduced by "whether"
Sentence: I

will go swimming tomorrow whether it will

Meani ng : #u o v'l :J'i r u ri-l * i u dt

I

;

r

fu

ov

r

u r tr $ o

be clod or not.

hi

From the data shown, the total number of subjects who comprehended the
adverbial clause functioning as a condition modifier introduced by "whether"

correctly was 91 .TYowhile only 8.3% comprehended the sentence incorrectly. It can
be concluded that this sentence structure was the easiest to comprehend. However, the
data revealed that the subjects had some difficulties in other grammatical rules;

incomplete meaning and over detail respectively which were overall discussed in the
next chapter.

Table 4.29 Comprehension Task of Sentence No.29
Description

Number of subject

Percentage ("h)

Correct

60

100.0

Incorrect

0

0.0

Total

60

100.0
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Table 4.31 Comprehension Task of Noun Clauses (in descending order)

Group

Incorrect
Sentence

Moderate

Correct

Number of

Percentage

Number of

Percentage

No.3

32

s3.3

28

46.1

No.6

23

38.3

37

61.7

No.7

l0

t6.l

50

6J.J

No.5

8

1

3.3

52

86.7

No.8

7

tt.7

53

88.3

No.2

4

6.7

56

93.3

No.4

4

6.7

56

93.3

No.

1

J

a

5.0

57

95.0

No.9

2

J.J

58

96.7

Easy

From the data shown, the comprehension task of the subjects who
comprehended the noun clauses incorrectly described in ranges emphasizing on

incorrect percentage in descending order; two sentences belonged to the moderate
group and seven sentences belonged to the easy group. None of them belonged to the

difficult group.

(l)

Moderate group:
Sentence No. 3: Noun clause functioning as a subject introduced by

"that" (53.3%)
Sentence No. 6: Noun clause functioning as an object of verb introduced

by "how" (38.3%)
(2) Easy group:
Sentence No. 7: Noun clause functioning as an object of preposition

introduced by "what" (16-1%)
Sentence No. 5: Noun clause functioning as an object of verb introduced

by "who" (13.3%)
Sentence No. 8: Noun clause functioning as an object of preposition

introduced by "where" (11.7o )
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Sentence

No. 2: Noun clause functioning

as a subject introduced

by

"why" (6.7%)
Sentence

No. 4: Noun clause functioning as an object of verb introduced

by "when" (6.1%)
Sentence

No. l: Noun clause functioning

as a subject introduced by

"what" (5.0%)
Sentence No. 9: Noun clause functioning as an object of verb with the

omission of the complementizer "that" (3.3%)

Table 4.32 Comprehension Task of Adjective Clauses (in descending order)

Group

Difficult
Moderate

Easy

Correct

Incorrect

Sentence

Number of

Percentage

Number of

Percentage

No.

15

48

80.0

12

20.0

No.

12

47

78.3

13

2t.7

No.

17

20

JJ.J

40

66.7

No. l6

t6

26.7

44

I

No.20

13

21.7

47

78.3

No. 10

10

16.7

50

83.3

No.

11

6

10.0

54

90.0

No. l3

6

10.0

54

90.0

No.

14

5

8.3

55

9\.7

No. l8

4

6.7

56

93.3

No.

19

0

0.0

60

100.0

No.21

0

0.0

60

100.0

).)

From the data shown, the comprehension task of the subjects who
comprehended the adjective clauses incorrectly described in ranges emphasizing on

incorrect percentage in descending order; two sentences belonged to the difficult
group, one sentence belonged to the moderate group and nine sentences belonged to
the easy group.
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(l) Difficult

group:

Sentence

modifting

No. 15: Adjective clause whose subordinator is "whose"

an NP in the object position (80.0%)

Sentence

No. l2: Adjective clause whose subordinator is "that"

modifying an NP in the subject position (78.3%)
(2) Moderate group:
Sentence

No. 17: Adjective clause whose subordinator is "which" and

introduced by a preposition modifuing an NP in the object position (33.3%)

(3) Easy group:
Sentence

No. l6: Adjective clause whose subordinator is'owhom" and

introduced by a preposition modifying an NP in the object position (26.7%)
Sentence No. 20: Reduced adjective clause as a subject modifier

with

passive predicate (21.1%)
Sentence

No. l0: Adjective clause whose subordinator is "who"

modifuing an NP in the subject position (16.7%)
Sentence

No.

1

1: Adjective clause whose subordinator is

"which"

modifuing an NP in the subject position (10.0%)
Sentence

No. 13: Adjective clause whose subordinator is "where"

modifuing an NP in the object position (10.0%)
Sentence

No. l4: Adjective clause whose subordinator is "when"

modifuing an NP in the object position (8.3%)
Sentence

No. 18: Adjective clause

as a subject modifier

with the

omission of relative pronoun "which" (6.7%)
Sentence

No. 19: Adjective clause

as a subject

modifier with the

omission of relative pronoun "where" (0.0%)
Sentence No. 21: Reduced adjective clause as a subject modifier

active predicate (0.0%)

with
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Table 4.33 Comprehension Task of Adverbial Clauses (in descending order)
t

Group

Incorrect

Sentence

Difficult
Moderate

Easy

Correct

Number of

Percentage

Number of

Percentage

No.30

54

90.0

6

10.0

No.25

50

83.3

l0

t6.l

No.26

23

38.3

3t

61.7

No.22

t4

ZJ.)

46

16.7

No.23

l0

16.7

50

83.3

No.28

5

8.3

55

91.7

No.24

J

5.0

5l

95.0

No.27

1

1.7

59

98.3

No.29

0

0.0

60

100.0

From the data shown, the comprehension task of the subjects who
comprehended the adverbial clauses incorrectly described in ranges emphasizing on

incorrect percentage in descending order; two sentences belonged to the difficult
group, one sentence belonged to the moderate group and six sentences belonged to the
easy group.

(l) Difficult

group:

Sentence No. 30: Reduced adverbial clause functioning as a cause and

effect modifier (90.0%)
Sentence No. 25: Adverbial clause functioning as a cause and effect

modifier introduced by "since" (83.3%)
(2) Moderate group:
Sentence No. 26: Adverbial clause functioning as a contrast modifier

introduced by "although" (38.3%)

(3) Easy group:
I

Sentence No. 22: Adverbial clause functioning as a time modifier

introduced by "while" (23.3%)
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Sentence No. 23: Reduced adverbial clause functioning as a time

modifier (16.7%)
Sentence No. 28: Adverbial clause functioning as a condition modifier

introduced by "whether" (8.3Yo)
Sentence No. 24: Adverbial clause functioning as a cause and effect

modifier introduced by "because" (5.0oh)
Sentence No. 27: Adverbial clause functioning as a contrast modifier

introduced by "whereas" (l.7Yo)
Sentence No. 29: Adverbial clause functioning as a condition modifier

introduced by

"if'

(0.0%)

Table 4.34 Comprehension Task of the Difficult Group (in descending order)

Correct

Incorrect
Type

Sentence

Number of
subjects

Percentage

Number of

Percentage

(%)

subjects

(%)

Noun Clause
Adjective

No.

15

48

80.0

t2

20.0

Clause

No.

12

47

18.3

13

2t.7

Adverbial

No.30

54

90.0

6

10.0

Clause

No.25

50

83.3

10

16.7

From the data shown, the comprehension task of the difficult group in
descending order; the most difficult two sentences belonged to adverbial clause and
other two sentences belonged to the adjective clause. None of them belonged to noun
clause.
These sentences from

difficult group are discussed in descending order

beginning from the most difficult one.

(1) Adverbial clause, Sentence no. 30 (90.0%)
Structure: Reduced adverbial clause functioning as a cause and effect

modifier
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Sentence: Being unable to afford a cheap car, she bought a bicycle.
Meaning : rt o do

o'n

:

ur

u ril

r'[

5re

rr o ri a r *r r :

r,

do : o o u o{:

rnrq

n'l

d

The errors found in the subjects' answers were as follows:
For exampl.r' tu n n r dm ei o u'[rj

a r ru r, o du,

o,

-,

urqn

ld

* i

-

n ri o udr do.r

do

0fl:utu
c,

fu r

I

t

9r?tu[]Ju 0u til d'tlJ't:0ryo: fiuufl :

tnt0n
q

hy

|

t9r. u a 0u 0 {ryo0fl :

u]u

It can be seen that the subjects could not comprehend this sentence structure
because of the -reduction form of this structure. The phrase "Because she was" was

reduced from the full sentence. The reduced part was considered the most important
part that helped subjects to comprehend this sentence. The word "being" misled
subjects to comprehend this sentence as a present continuous form or the word of state

indication.
Considering similar structure of reduced adverbial clause functioning
as a time

modifier in the sentence no.23 "Delivering the pizza to my steady customer,

I accidentally saw Sam.", "#urt1utrry:rlntrrisr6cynoufiii'urirfiry,rrlilri{lfi'qndrttrJ:vdt",
although the position of the subordinate clause was moved to the beginning, but the
subject comprehended this structure better. Another reason was the reduced part

"When I was" was cut, but remaining information was enough to lead subjects to
understand the whole meaning. To compared to the sentence no. 30 "Being unable to

afford a cheap car, she bought a bicycle." "[rodoi'n:ututyt:tvtro'hjaurr:ndo:ouup{
:tntQnold", the reduced part "Because she was" was cut from the sentence. The word
"because" was considered the key word which led to the meaning of cause and effect.
Since this word disappeared, the remaining information was not enough to

comprehend.

(2) Adverbial clause, Sentence no.25 (83.3%)
Structure: Adverbial clause functioning as a cause and effect modifier
introduced by "since"
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Sentence: Since you are the most excellent officer, you should be promoted.
Meani ng

: q or

nr

a

:

1 d'r

fi o u

pi

r

r

rr il

r rui o r r r n q ru rfl u n

rin

rru

fi

u o n rE u

r fi q n

The errors found in the subjects' answers were as follows:
Fo

r ex amp

I

es

:

q nr

rfl u u rin r r u

guEfl q *,fl

u o g rE o ru d'r r rsi q ru 1

u n rin

u

u fi

uo o

drd

o

6 u r fi q q -q

u

pi

r

r

nni r

fl{ n ? : raio u d r t tr ri

r

It can be seen th"t th. subjects could not comprehend this sentence structure
because of the position of the subordinate clause which moved to the beginning. The

word "since" was the key word that misled subjects to comprehend this sentence as a
period of time while "since" in this sentence was about cause and effect. In addition,
the use of comma separating between clauses was not used in Thai language, but some
subjects used word to word technique to comprehend this structure. That's why they

put the comma in the sentence as appeared in the original sentence instead of moving

main clause to the front before comprehending.
Considering similar structure of adverbial clause functioning as a cause and

effect in the sentence no.24 'oKate hates whisky because she is severely allergic to
al

c

oho

li

c dri nk.

",

"rn

m

rn d

uq

tr

6'r

i a dtu : r ut o t,r(rodr

u

ror,,

u u n u ao

do

d

t

sq

u

tt

: l -,

the word "because" was norrnally used to introduce cause and effect compared with

"since" that was seldom used in this way. The other significant point was the position
of the subordinate clause which came after the main part. The subject could
comprehend the whole meaning without any confusion caused from movement
between main clause and subordinate clause within this structure form.

(3) Adjective clause, Sentence no. 15 (80.0%)
Structure: Adjective clause whose subordinator is "whose" modifying an

NP in the object position
Sentence: I know these people whose ancestors emigrated from a wilderness
area.

.ueve,JYAA
Meanrng: auA 0nrynulHalu rymu: :il1qu1owl?fl t1J101\ul^llJl0lnou4:fl

ufil:
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The errors found in the subjects' answers were as follows:
For exam rp I es : d'u i{'n
r
{

nnn

ii'u f 'j r #n u pr

fi rfj u

ei r

:L

dn^ o

: : il uqq: u d i ofl

uv,nJ r 0 r n ilau yr4 :

r : : vr q q u fi o il u y{ rJ'r 0 r n

ntr

:

ri'u en

u 4 : riu

or

r

:

-

It can be seen that the subjects could not comprehend this sentence structure
because of the confused structue of the subordinate clause introduced by the word

"whose". Since "whose" modified the NP in the object position was the significant
point that misled subjects to comprehend "whose" as "who", subjects comprehend the

modifier of the object as the main object.
Considering similar structure of adjective clause modifying an NP in the
object position, but different subordinator in the sentence no. l3 "This is the place
where the ancient keep their precious jewelry.", "fi6uao',ufifinulu:rs,rrfildcy:rtfidrrir

1lo{il'tn[t't",

and sentence no. 14

"I remember that

day when my house was hit by

- J aa ,,
tomacros. , "ilu0et0'r?uuuytluoulu1Jo{au]quilrrJmo{urIflilvvrv". The subordinators
"where" and "when" in these sentences were clearly link the main clause to the
subordinate clause, while the subordinator "whose" in the sentence no. l5
these people whose ancestors emigrated from a wilderness

"I know

area.","ii'uf{'nflnutrcird

YAa

{fiu::uqqu{o{Tr?flr1Jroilu?,rtJr0rnfruT:riuor:" referred to a possession. However the
subjects were misled to comprehend "whose" as "who".
(4) Adjective clause, Sentence no.12 (78.3%)
Structure: Adjective clause whose subordinator is "that" modifying an

NP in the subject position
Sentence: The furniture that is kept neatly in the storeroom is mine.
M eani

ng

:

ryl o

ffi

r

oo

ifi

q n r 6 u o d r.r

rfl u : v rfi

o

r

1

u #o r 16 u

t

o.:

riu rfl u t

or

ii'u

The errors found in the subjects' answers were as follows:
-

-For examoles:
r{

|

da

d

d

v

bY

t

dt

a

q

I

d

tv,lo:ut0o:onlflu:flut t?0u1{tl]u:vtuuu tu}to{tflulJo{lJo{au
r/alArqsydrdrd
rr,l o

: u r0 0 5 yr o uo-q[u

1.r

o { [n

u u o { I o { a u 0 u o u't { rlj u : v [u

u

u
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It can be seen that the subjects could not comprehend this sentence structure
because of the confusing structure of the subordinate clause introduced by the word
a

"that". Since "that" modified the NP in the subject position located in the middle
between subject and the complement, but the subjects linked "storeroom" to the
subject complement while it was apart of the subordinate clause that modified the
subject "furniture".
Considering similar structure of adjective clause modifying an NP in the
subject position, but different subordinator in the sentence no. 10 "The driver who

took me to the airport yesterday lvas friendly." , "Fluliu:nnudntii'u'hJfiaurruu^utfio
99
du

<t

a

rrufrriutiluilgr:",^.

and sentence no. 11

"All projects which we planned to work on

vacation have failed.", "tlr.rufl'r:r{,nurfi,r'.l?'r{ttruul,ir{rusi:rilqnrnGuuriudtrra?a{
I

fi{H:Jgr". The subordinators "who" and "which" were not different from "that" because
they were normally used in general. The significant point was the relation of the
subordinate clause that linked to the main clause in the sentence no.12 "The furniture
that is kept neatly in the storeroom is mine." "rv,lofijroo#fiqnrfiuodt.:tflu:vrfiuulu#os
aJdt

tfrutortiutfluzuorq'u". The subjects comprehended the subordinate clause as a part of
the subject complement while the other two sentence whose subordinators are "who"
and "which" were clearly separated from the main clause
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Table 4.35 Comprehension Task of the Easy Group (in ascending order)

Correct

Incorrect
Type

Sentence

Percentage

(%)

Number of
subjects

2

J.J

58

96.7

No. I

J

5.0

57

95.0

No.2

4

6.7

56

93.3

No.4

4

6.1

56

93.3

No.8

1

tt.1

53

88.3

No.5

8

l 3.3

52

86.7

No.7

10

16.7

50

83.3

No. l9

0

0.0

60

100.0

No.21

0

0.0

60

100.0

No. l8

4

6.7

56

93.3

No. l4

5

8.3

55

91.7

No. 1l

6

10.0

54

90.0

No.

6

10.0

54

90.0

No. l0

10

16.7

50

83.3

No.20

13

21.7

47

78.3

No. 16

16

26_7

44

I

No.29

0

0.0

60

100.0

No.27

1

1.7

59

98.3

Adverbial

No.24

J

5.0

57

95.0

Clause

No.28

5

8.3

55

91.7

No.23

10

t6.7

50

83.3

No.22

l4

L).)

46

76.7

Noun Clause

Adjective
Clause

Number of
subjects

Percentage

No.9

13

(%)

).3

54

From the data shown, the comprehension task of the easy group in
a

I

descending order, the easiest two sentences belonged to adjective clause and another
one sentences belonged to the adverb clause.

The overall results separating each structure revealed that most of the
subjects could comprehend adjective clauses very well in both forms of subject

modifier with the omission of relative pronoun and also in reduced form of a subject
modifier with active predicate. Secondly, adverbial clause functioning as a condition
modifier and functioning as a contrast modifier were easier to comprehend

as

well.

Also, the noun clause functioning as an object of verb in the omission form was
another easy structure that subjects comprehended most. It can be concluded that the
adjective clause was the easiest complex sentence structure that Thai students could
comprehend.
Considering from the overall sentences, the top three sentences that were
the easiest to comprehend when comparing all sentence structures were as follows:

(l)
a subject

Adjective clause, Sentence no. 19 (100.0% correct); adjective clause as

modifier with the omission of relative pronoun "where" in the sentence "The

apartment James and his close friend live in is very huge." "#olnirdrorudrrnvtfiouarjvt
I

I

o.1rr-r

orfruodriulr

frl

ai

lfl :J rfl "

OO:.oive clause, Sentence no.2l (100.0% correct); reduced adjective

clause as a subject modifier with active predicate in the sentence "The man winning

the first prize lottery last month died last night." "frn.rooudqnfi'osrrnoS:xinfiudwrio
4AgtddaAai.r9t

ou

m

rra't[6YUry?fl tuonu u

"

(3) Adverbial clause, Sentence no.29 (100.0% correct); adverbial
functioning as a condition modifier introduced by

"if

in the sentence

clause

"If you want

to

go on vacation, you must save money." "qotdoltfiuriutirqruoutnntrqqfi'nilou"

However, the easiest noun clause is noun clause functioning as an object of
verb introduced by "that" in the omission form in the sentence no. 9 (96.7% correct)
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"We strongly believe Jim will be our class president this semester." "nanr:trfiootjrst6l
a

j,

o

he/dr

-

gt !

vr'1]0u 0v t9r[]Ju14 ??tu

d
:-.
a
tTu tuntfl t: uuu "

In summary, it can be concluded that the easiest sentence structures that the
subjects could comprehend0.0% incorrect were adjective clause as a subject modifier

with the omission of relative pronoun "where", reduced adjective clause as a subject
modifier with active predicate, and adverbial clause functioning as a condition
modifier introduced by

"if'.

In contrast, the most difficult sentence structure that the

subjects could not comprehend or 90.0% incorrect was reduced adverbial clause

functioning as a cause and effect modifier.

I

CHAPTER

5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this chapter, all the results presented in the previous chapter are discussed
including limitations and recommendations for further study. It is organized into four
main parts:

5.1 Discussion

5.2 Comprehension Difficulties of Complex

Structures

5.3 Effects of First Language to Second Language
5.4 Conclusion
5.5 Limitations of the study
5.6 Recommendations for further study
5.1 Discussion
Based on the results revealed in the previous chapter, the problematic
sentences indicated in the

difficult group that the subjects comprehended incorrectly in

the range of 68.0-100 .0o/o were;1) sentence no. 30: reduced adverbial clause

functioning as a cause and effect modifier (90.0%).,2) sentence no.25: adverbial
clause functioning as a cause and effect modifier introduced by 'osince" (83.3%),

3) sentence no. 15: adjective clause whose subordinator is "whose" modifuing an NP

in the object position (S0.0%) and 4) sentence no. 12: adjective clause whose
subordinator is "that" modifying and NP in the subject position (78.3%).

Although the result from this study was incompatible with Morvay (2009)
who found that the adverbial clause was the sentence type that subjects could
comprehend the most (Morvay, 2009), but the study of Morvay did not indicate the
structure of adverbial clause structure. On the other hand, this study went deeper to
a

test different structures of adverbial clause in several structures to find out that it was

not every structure of adverbial clause that was easy to comprehend, but some
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structure was the most difficult among other adverbial clauses or even noun clauses
I

and adjective clauses. In this section, the following issues are considered and
discussed.

5.2 Comprehension Difficulties of Complex Structures

According to difficulties in comprehending complex sentences mentioned in
many studies for both native speakers and also second language learners, the result

of

this study found several kinds of mistakes in subjects' comprehension that were
expressed through their translations in each type of complex sentences. As claimed by

Juffs & Harrington (1996), the major misunderstanding of the subjects in sentence
comprehension was often caused by sentence structures. ESL learners spent a long

time processing and parsing while comprehending the sentences. (Juffs & Harrington,
tee6).
The subjects in this study had one hour to translate 30 complex sentences or

approximately two minutes per sentence. Only a few of them could complete all the
sentences within an hour, but most of them spent a whole one hour. Due to

accessibility of vocabulary meaning being available in the test, subjects merely spent
time in analyzing and comprehending sentence structures. Based on their time spent in
testing and their comprehending performance, it revealed that the confusion

of

complex sentence structures caused difficulty to the subjects that made them
repeatedly read the sentence. Based on the time the subjects spent while doing the test,
most of the subjects spent much time on reading and comprehending some sentence
structures which could be implied that those structure caused confusions. Similar to

Torut (1978) and Pantawee (1998), complex sentences caused confusion and difficulty
in reading comprehension (Torut,l9'78 and Pantawee, 1998).
In addition, it can be explained that the reason why subjects were confused

in complex structures was due to the inability of indicating main clauses or
subordinate clauses, main subjects, or even the predicates. As indicated by Pantawee
(1998), the result revealed that although subjects knew the meaning of every word, but
a

they were unable to comprehend the meaning. Due to confusion over the sentence
structure, they did not comprehend the sentences but decoded sentence meaning word
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by word without correctly considering sentence structure (Pantawee, 1998). The
I

results in the previous chapter revealed that 80.0% of the subjects could not
comprehend the structure of adjective clause whose subordinator is "whose"

modifuing an NP in the object position in the sentence no. 15 "I know these people
whose ancestors emigrated from a wilderness area." "ii'ufi'nflnururitfiflfiu::lIUEU1Jo{
A

v,r?fltllrovruy{illornouT:riugr'r:". The subjects could not comprehend this sentence
structure because of the confused structure of the subordinate clause introduced by the

word "whose". Since "whose" modified the NP in the object position was the
significant point that misled subjects to comprehend "whose" as "who", subjects
comprehend the modifier of the object as the main object.

Above mentioned results are similar to Pantawee 1998's study. It could

imply that they were confused in sentence structure, but they knew the meaning of
every word. Then, they ended up with putting the meaning of each word in order

without comprehending the whole meaning of the sentence. Referring to sentence no.
25 adverbial clause functioning as a cause and effect modifier introduced by "since"

in the sentence "Since you are the most excellent officer, you should be promoted"
"qarn'l:'16'rfioudrrrmrj.rrdo.rornqrutfiuurinrrufiuoqtAu:Jfi{o".

The subjects of 83.3%

could not comprehend this sentence structure because of the position of the
subordinate clause which moved to the beginning. The word'osince" was the key word
that misled subjects to comprehend this sentence as a period of time which was more

familiar to the subject than the meaning of cause and effect. In addition, the use of
comma to separate between clauses is not used in Thai language, but some subjects
use word to word technique to comprehend this structure. That's why they put the

comma in the sentence as appeared in the original sentence instead of moving the
main clause to the front before comprehending.

Moreover, the study presented confusion in sentence structure was sentence
no. 12: adjective clause whose subordinator is "that" modifying an NP in the subject
a

position in the sentence "The furniture that is kept neatly in the storeroom is mine."
r/aaAd

"rlto:ur0o:monrnuod'rrrflu:vrfiuulu#orrfirtu,lfufJunurd'u".

The data showed a
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wrong translation as "rv,lofu^rooifiqnrfirfnurl{odr.:rflu:vrfiuu1ur?o.rtfiuto.rtoldu"
a

which found that subject linked "mine" to "storeroom" instead of "furniture". It could
be explained that the subjects were confused with the sentence structure in sentence

no.l2 because of the position of subordinate clause located in the middle between
subject and complement. Therefore, they conveyed meaning without comprehending
the whole sentence carefully.

Apart from the difficulty in indicating the main clause or the subordinate
clause and the different position of subordinate clauses in the complex sentence as

indicated in Hakes etal. (1976) and Hatch (1971), the full or reduced form could
reduce subjects' comprehending abilities (Hakes et al., 1976 and Hatch,

l97l).

The result indicated that reduced form of adverbial clauses as in sentence no. 30;
reduced adverbial clause functions as a cause and effect modifier in the sentence

"Being unable to afford a cheap car, she bought a bicycle / rtodo6'n:u-lutil:lulro,hi

3r

dtlJt:ofro:ouusr:tn'lQn'[d" was the most difficult form when compared with other
reduced forms. The subjects that comprehended this sentence structure incorrectly was
90.00 , while the reduced form of adjective clause as a subject modifier with active
predicate in the sentence "The man winning the first prize lottery last month died last

izi
i
a A Y4.4= e-+d.'
i o
.r
--.e
-i
night." "{rrunufiqnriostrfloS:rlinyrr,rurrno16oufrtrdrrduBifltfrofrufr" was the easiest
one comparing all reduced form.

On the contrary, the result from the previous study of Hakes (1971) found
that sentence with reduced relative clause caused more comprehension difficulties
than sentence in full relative clause form (Hakes and Cairns, 1970 ; Hakes and Foss,
1970, cited in Hakes,

l97l). The result of this study indicated that,

some reduced

adjective clauses were easier to comprehend than some full relative clauses. As the
data in the previous chapter, the comprehension task of both reduced form of adjective
clauses were in easy group, while some

group.
a

full adjective clauses were in the difficult
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5.3 Effects of First Language to Second Language
The study apparently revealed the significant role of one's native language
over a second language. According to Choi (2005) who argued that the thinking
process of the subjects when comprehending the meaning of the sentences were based

on their first language (L1) before converting to a second language (L2). Their

thinking process was a direct result of their translation performance (Choi, 2005).
Likewise, Upton (1997) pointed out that the translation of ESL using first language as
a means

of understanding and producing second language is a common cognitive

strategy for ESL learners (Upton, 1997).

Similarly, the subjects obviously comprehended the sentence based on their
first language before reversing to second language. The translation strategy used by
the subjects indicated that their first language extremely influenced their translation
performance considering from word order style. The result of this study presented
some examples of thinking process which affected the subjects' translation. For

example, sentence no. 3: noun clause functions as a subject introduced by "that" in the
sentence "That her American friend does not understand English makes us

astonished", dduurlrorru?rYuto.:rto'hir{r1on',"'.tdunqrriurirl#t:r:-J:vHarqt0".
The data showed wrong translation u, ",du

u

r,

?o

til;fi'u t

ou

r

ri

uu

u

r riu hi r{r1

o

nrurdrnqu riurirl#t:rfffnil:suarnlo" which found that subject comprehended "that"
as

"fluliu" instead of "d". Therefore, the subjects translated this sentence based on

their first language

(Ll)

comprehension which they were more familiar with when

using the word "nutfu" for "that". The results support Altarriba and Mathis (1997)

who found that second language learners primarily accessed the meanings for second
language words (L2) through their own language (L1) and directly linked

toL2later

on (Altaniba & Mathis,1997). Also, Juffs (1998) found that ESL speakers were very
sensitive to complex information when parsing a sentence in different structure from
t

their first language (Juffs, 1998).

6t

5.4

Conclusion

t

Based on the results of this study,

it can be concluded that comprehension

problems that students have with complex sentences were confusing of complex
structure, inability of indicating main clauses or subordinate clauses, word to word
translation without comprehending the whole sentence, and comprehending sentences
based on their first language. The most problematic complex sentence structure for the
subjects, English major students of Sisaket Rajabhat University, were reduced

adverbial clause functioning as a cause and effect modifier, followed by adverbial
clause functioning as a cause and effect modifier introduced by "since", adjective
clause whose subordinator is

oowhose"

modifying an NP in the object position, and

adjective clause whose subordinator is "that" modifying an NP in the subject position,
respectively. This study aimed to investigate the problem in comprehending complex
sentences focusing on the structure. Therefore, the result and discussion were

emphasized on the difficult group and the difficulties that could answer the research
questions. Other grammatical aspects would not be indicated. However the researcher
detected some errors revealing the subjects' translation that could be a guideline for

further study, such as

l) giving incomplete

meaning which made some

misunderstanding caused from insufficient detail, 2) giving unnecessary detail over

original meaning which somehow change or distort the whole meaning, 3) confusing
indicated of active and passive voice which could alter sentence structure, and 4)

indicating wrong time of certain tense which conveyed meaning to the wrong period
of time.
Finally, the researcher hopes that this research study provides enough
crucial issues of problems in comprehending complex sentences. The researcher
wishes that the finding can lead to improvement lead to improvement in reading

complex English sentences and in teaching English reading in general.

I
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5.5 Limitations of the study
t
I

The results of the study cannot be generalized to other second language
learners due to the limited number of the subjects, and the focus group is only English

major students of Sisaket Rajabhat University. Also, the 30 complex sentences
containing in the test were only one sentence of a kind.

5.6 Recommendations for further study
Due to the limitations above, further studies related to this area should be
conducted with the larger number of subjects in order that the results of the study can
be generalized. In addition, different groups of subjects should be considered to find

out whether they still encounter the same difficulties in comprehending these 30
structures of complex sentences.
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,
NAME:

a,

,
t

ID:

Test of Complex Sentences Comprehension

,
Instruction: Underline subordinate clause and translate each complex sentence into Thai.

1)

What happened to those people last year

(l

will never be forgotten.

hour)

nnilu
I

4nu

2)

forgotten

Why they left home to a faraway country is really suspicious.

otnl;il
,!ay counlry

q!tr@::J!1
u1d'tda

3)

That her American friend does not understand English

Yl2OlUrrllt

makes us astonished.

?o

1n ti)

4)

I cannot tellanyone when I will quit this boring job.

Iot1
1100n

oirw

5)

Mark awfully wonders who is standing in front of his house.

;--r

u1luo

ou1'lu1i)

ntffa

i

.r1/.].tlru1

6)

I cannot remember how I got that rare luxury European car.

4

n1A1t1

f

I

uliatuttrt
tury

7)

I paid attention to what little boy was trying to say.

8)

African.rg.fugees live in where the government limitedly

Ul,"y!:!

prepared fbr them.

firnJ1

lbintucrulo

Jnula
nnMtuu

9)

we strongly believe Jim will

be our class president this semester

slrongly believe
class president

,i,i'*,

l0)

The driver who took me to the airport yesterday was friendly.

tlJMUn

lhutitfu
lo-oiou
ilu1uDu
1'tuu
d,;

iluJJAl

I

I

) All projects which we planned to work on vacation

l2)

have faired.

The furniture that is kept neatly in the storeroom is mine.

neatly

oa1Jl1Jurgt1fiJ1l

YOnnuelol

a

?a.r0u

l3)
a

v
I

L

This is the place where the ancients keep their precions jeu,err;,.
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t

14) I remember that day when my house was hit by tornados.

nnnl

uilvnv

t

vnqnoiutio

'nados

ls) I know

these people whose ancestors emigrated

urrnulu

fiom a wilderness area.

1\

ut\

tflun1,

areo

16) Amy is the woman about whom I told you the other day.

a/',

-'

0luitou

!at
17) Bobby knows the story to which you and I listened last night.

tronl1')
stened

l8)

The letter Tom mailed from South Korea on Tuesday

Korea

The apartment James and his close friend live is very huge.

'eached

lJlfl.,

tporlment

tl0 1ta1

'lose

20) The student punished in front of the classroom yesterday
is absent today.

2l)

The man winning the first prize lottery last month died last night

{J
t

dt

nailed

reached me yesterday.

l9)

,{J

nmished

arImry

:lassroom

vufiau

fisent

Tiurio,

inning
'st

22) I fell asleep while the teacher was lecturing in the class.

friend

.
pnze

,tt:'!:,
lecturing

23) Delivering the pizzato my steady customer, I accidentally

lgrtrrl:-a

f

a

-<

lr?.r?nt rru,,

V;yo,
1JJ J T]1IJ

Ul IlJflJ

saw Sam.

tniltvdt

iiuth6,

24) Kate hates whisky because she is severely allergic to

tfla-l

alcoholic drinks.

25)

aalrlrJilr',

-

Since you are the most excellent officer, you should
be promoted.

ftuflnlu
tdounlufiun

26) Fred works

as a cook although he is not interested in food.

')

tt

27)

ce9

Whereas Mary is rich and good looking, John is poor and ugly.

lun'lnnJ:tt)U1l1U

looking

,
7

I
.t

t

28) I will go swimming tomorrow whether it will

be cold or not.

u1n10

a

Iu11---firO

hl
Iu
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29) If you want to go on vacation, you must save money.

t
t

onracation la.lrqnfinriou
lJttu

30) Being unable to afford

a cheap car, she bought a bicycle.

unable

,ffora
:heap

t,
1
r

l

i

*

rL

N?l1U1rA

'eN

qoM
ln1Ait

